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It is an honor and privilege to serve the profession as the nint_h 
chair of the Editorial Committee (editor) ofthejourn~l of~earch m 
Music Education (]RME), and I look forward to the snmulatmg and 
challenging work ahead. I would like to extend thanks on behalf ';>f 
the research community to my immediate predecessor, Corneha 
Yarbrough, and to .all those esteemed editors before he~, who. de~ot-
d extraordinary time and energy' in the interest of disseminating 
~utstanding and innovative research in music education. Thanks als? 
to the members of the Editorial Committee, whos~ ~owledge, dedi-
cation and integrity ensure the quality of the _Pubhcation, and ~hose 
detailed reviews· help improve the manuscnpts that appear In. the 
JRME and provide valuable feedback to the authors ?f submitted 
manuscripts not accepted for publication. We owe our sincere appre-
ciation to the members who have rece!J.tly completed 6-year terms. of 
service: Patricia Flowers, Donald Hamann, Jere Humphreys, Janice 
Killian, Clifford Madsen, and Gary McPherso":. . 
As I assume this position, I want to take ~us opporturucy to state 
emphatically that the JRME Editorial Committee has been an? con-
tinues to be willing to consider original research co~ducted ~n any 
mode of inquiry, with p;::trticipants of any demographiCS, that IS c~:m­
sistent with our mission of enhanc;:ing knowledge about the _te;::tc~ung 
and learning of music. Editorial Committee membe~ are hig~ly_ 
qualified and well-eqUipped to review rese~ch repre~enting the Wide 
range of research methodologies and topics extant m the field. On 
the rare occasion when there is not expertise on the Committee to 
review a particular submission, the editor is fre~ t? cal~ upon ad hoc 
reviewers as necessary. The evaluation of submissions lS based up~:m 
the quality of the research prOcesses and pro~edures, the success_ With 
which this is communicated in the manuscnpt, and the p~ten~al of 
the manuscript to make an excellent and important contnbu~on to 
the research literature. These have been, are currently,_ and wtll c~:m­
tinue to be the criteria used as the basis for manuscnpt evaluation 
and publication decisions. . 
C · on the JRMES longstanding tradition of ex~ellence IS an arrymg . . . t . ve for 
important part of each editor's agenda, as IS continuing o mo -
ard with the times and the profession. I am pleased _to announce 
;at over the next few months, the submission and reVIew proces_se~ 
and all correspondence will transition t~ "completel~ electroniC. 
The JRME Editorial Committee and the Mu~ic Educa~.10n Research 
Council of the Society for Research in Music Education are stead-
fastly committed to maintaining paper publica~on of ?,:te JRME, how-
ever. Please watch the "Instructions to Contributors _for the JR1;fE 
th ?v~ENC Web site for information about electronic manuscnpt 
~,:'b~ion (http:/ /www.menc.org/publication/articles/journals.html). 
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One of the JRMES important traditions that will remain unchanged is 
publication of the speech given at the MENC National Biennial In-Service 
Conference- by the recipient of the most recent Senior Researcher Award. 
Thus, this issue begins with awardee Jere Humphreys's thought-provoking 
address, introduced by ·the past chair of the Music Education Research 
Council, Jane Cassidy. 
* * * * * * * * 
Introduction to 2006 Senior Researcher Award Acceptance Address 
by Jane W. Cassidy 
Professor and Chair of Music Education 
Louisiana State University 
It is coincidental, but supremely appropriate as we enter our centennial 
year as an association, to present the Senior Reseai-cher Award to someone 
noted for historical research in music education. Some of what we know 
about ourself as a professional organization emanates from work done by 
Jere Humphreys, and colleagues and students with whom he has worked. For 
example, he and Charles Schmidt provided a demographic and economic 
analysis of early-20th-century MENC membership, and he and Sandra 
Stauffer documented the first 40 years of membership on the Editorial 
Committee of the Journal of Research in Music Education. Jere's vision of an 
archive of accessible and regularly updated information about MENC lead-
ership was brought to fruition, under his guidance, by graduate students 
enrolled in historical research courses at Arizona State Un~versity, Tempe. 
The resulting MENC Founders Project and the MENC Presidents Project 
(links available at http:/ /www.public.asu.edu/ -aajth) present us with a fam-
ily tree, so to speak-a lineage important for us to remember as we mature 
into a second century of existence. 
But the influence of Jere's research extends well beyond a historical per-
spective. As stated bY. Clifford Madsen in his letter of nomination, 'Jere 
Humphreys is known for his applications of diverse research methods to the 
history, sociology, philosophy, and empirical practice of music education and 
arts business." Jere's versatility as a researcher affords him the opportunity to 
be innovative in methodology, such as being likely the first in music educa-
.tion to apply inferential quantitative techniques to historical data. Even a 
cursory glance at his more than 90 publications over the past 20 years shows 
lines of quantitative and philosophical research in music aptitude testing, 
instnunental ensemble participation, and music teacher education. He is 
recognized internationally for this diversity, having been awarded extended 
research professorships in Greece, Macedonia, Argentina, Thrkey, and 
England. He is held in high esteem by colleagues in this country as evi-
denced by election to serve on a dozen editorial boards and th'e frequency 
with which he is asked to -review books anc;l manuscripts. Professional acco-
lades abound, including a prestigious Fulbright Scholar Award and recogni-
tion in all recent eminence reports in music education. 
When one compares the career acco-mplishments of recipients of the 
Senior Researcher Award, there are common threads among these diverse 
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individuals. Aside from the obvious prolific research profile, all have 
made an indelible mark as a meni:or for graduate students and young 
researchers. Jere is no exception. He has men tared and directed 23 
doctoral students as they completed the dissertation phase of their 
programs both at Arizona State University and at West Virginia 
University in Morgantown. One of these dissertations won the "Out-
standing Dissertation in Music Education" award from the Council 
for Research in Music Education, and three others were runners-up 
or received honorable mention. A majority of these students have 
gone on to positions in higher education. He also has been called to 
serve as an unofficial but collaborative research mentor for students 
in Asia, Australia, South America, Canada, Europe, and the Balkans. 
If you ask Jere what his most impor:-tant contribution has been, he will 
tell you that he sees himself as a teacher first, and one who has great 
interest in scholarly inquiry. His students are fortunate to have a 
mentor who considers it a privilege to teach, and who provides a 
model (to which they should aspire) of personal commitment to and 
integrity in his own research productivity. 
Dr. Humphreys has made a long-lasting contribution to the field 
of music education through his work as a scholar and teacher. 
Therefore, according to the criteria for the Senior Researcher 
Award, we recognize Jere Humphreys today for two decades of sus-
tained research productivity, the mark his research hcis made on 
understanding our profession, and the far-reaching influence his 
work continues to have on music education around the world. 
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Jere T. Humphreys, Arizona State University 
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Award Acceptance Address: 
Observations about 
Music Education Research 
in MENC's First and 
Second Centuries 
I :rant to thank the SRl\.1£ Executive Committee, chaired by Jane 
Cass1dy, and the MENC National Executive Board for this tenth 
"Ancient," that is, Senior -Researcher Award. I also want to thank all 
of you for coming today, especially my wife Alexandra and son David, 
my stUdents and former studentS, and my researcher colleagues. All 
the fine researchers and good friends here make this a tru.ly special 
event, not only for me, but as a celebration for the entire research 
community. Some of us are like the small boy who responded to his 
teacher: "No, I don't have a hearing problem; I have a listening prob-
lem." It is both a humbling experience and an honor to speak to such 
distinguished people who are actually listening. Just as "old teachers 
never die-they just lose their principals," old researchers never die 
either-we just become "nonsignificant." Before that happens, and 
under these unusually favorable circumstances, I want to make sev-
eral observations for your consideration. 
But first, and with apologies to mariy of you and others, I want to 
ackx;wwledge four special mentors._ In alphabetical order, they are: 
Jere T. Humphreys is a professor of music education in the Katherine K Herberger 
College of Fine Arts, School of Music, Arizona State University, PO Box 870405, 
Tempe, AZ 85287-0405; e-mail: Jere.Humphreys@asu.edu. Copyright © 2006 by 
MENC: The National Association for Music Education. 
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the late Allen Britton, for his brilliantly shining intellect and the 
lessons that become clearer with the passage of time; James Froseth, 
for his personal kiridness and enthusiasm for music teaching and 
learning; Paul Lehman, for his legendary professionalism and 
administrative prowess; and Clifford Madsen, for his exemplary 
ongoing mentoring. I also want to recognize the late George Heller 
for his friendship and passion for music education and research. 
With this conference we begin our celebration of MENC's fii;"st 
century. One of the main reasons Philip Hayden organized the first 
MENC conference in 1907 was to demonstrate his teaching of 
"rhythm forms," a method based on the research of psychologist 
Thaddeus Bolton, himself a student of psychologist Granville Stanley 
Hall, the leader of the child-study movement in the United States. 
Bolton, Hall, and a leading music psychologist by the name of Carl 
Seashore were research psychologists whose work some music educa-
tors attempted to apply to their teaching. American music educators 
themselves conducted virtually no formal research before 1907.1 
Today I will talk about music education and research in MENC's 
first and second centuries. We will not focus on the first century 
because, as President George W. Bush said, "I think we all agree, the 
past is over."2 And a comment attributed to Yogi Berra points to the 
difficulty of studying the second century: "The future ain't what it 
used to be." For these reasons, most of my observations today will be 
about the present-the nexus of the two centuries: first about music 
education practice, then music education research, and finally the 
training of music education researchers. 
Music Education Practice 
We can 'improve the practice of music teaching and learning in 
MENC's second century in various ways. One would be to give up on 
amalgamating all the arts into one curriculum. futegrating the arts 
might economize on curriculum time and achieve philosophical tidi-
ness, but, according to the Tanglewood Declaration, "Music serves 
best when its integrity as an art is maintained. "3 
The concept of an integrated arts curriculum rests upon the faulty 
belief that art is a representational system-that it represents some-
thing else. It is true that music notation represents sounds, and pro-
grammatic music and some visual art is obviously representational. 
However, notwithstanding the river of words and passionately held 
beliefs to the contrary, there is little evidence, philosophical or oth-
erwise, that the fundamental purpose of music and the other arts is 
to represent human experience. If this is true, it follows that people 
do not derive meaning from music either, because, according to 
Welsh philosopher David Best, "music and emotional meaning are 
identical."4 I believe also that the "expectation" that a dominant 
chord move to a tonic or another dominant chord is "meaningful" in 
a technical sense only. Moreover, even if there is a musical intelli-
gence, it does not necessarily follow that music "means" anything in 
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particular any more than does eating a favorite food, hitting a base-
ball, or watching a sunset, enjoyable and fulfilling as these experi-
ences might be. Music simply "is"-it represents itself. 
Some of the impetus for integrated arts comes from the desire to 
take resources from other arts programs to further our own-ih 
other words, "robbing Peter to pay Paul." And just as some theatre 
educators covet a share of music's resources, general music wants to 
steal some of the curricular time, funding, and prestige enjoyed by 
ensemble programs. Toward those ends, some music and other arts 
educator_s are eager to eliminate all forms of competition, while oth-
e~ _P~actically sal~vate at the idea of obliterating marching bands and 
diVIding the spmls. We should remember that music competitions 
date back at least to t?e Greece Pythian Games in the sixth century 
B.c .•. and that ~e ancient Romans fielded marching bands. Aristotle 
decned excessive competition-driven virtuosity in music education in 
the fourth century B.C., apparently with little success. Undaunted, 
MENC picked up where Aristotle had failed and tried to stamp out 
contests dunng the World War II years. Senior Researcher No. 2 
Allen Britton deplored the deprecation of music performance in 
schools: and Senior Resear~her No.9 Judith Jellison argued for the 
centrality of performance In elementary music education. 6 In the 
end, h~toric_al and c~l~al forces will trurrlp philosophical and psy-
chologiC~ Wishful dunking, so we should stop trying to discredit one 
of Ainencan music education's most spectacular achievements, the 
school-based performing ensemble.7 
··Ensembles were not educational vehicles early on. Instead, mili-
tary, town, and professional bands, choral societies and choirs in 
places ·of worship, community and professional orchestras, and even-
tually professional jazz bands provided the impetus for ensembles to 
e.nter the Ame:_rican ~econdary schools during the progressive educa-
•tion era. Despite the1r noneducative roots and oblique path into the 
schools, however, no other mode of musical interaction->-not listen-
_i~g, not improvising, not composing, not analyzing-offers so many 
sl.tnultaneous musical, educational, and social advantages as does the 
performing ensemble.B Each of the aforementioned modes, howev-
·er, facilitates unique learning outcomes and should be incorporated 
to·varying degrees in all types of music classes. 
: ' 'Researchers and others could consider the extent to which ensem-
ble participation contributes to the education of the most academi-
cally able secondary school students. Universal elementary education 
h_ec~e a reality ~n the Unit:d States in the late nineteenth and early 
tWentieth centunes, but universal secondary education, defined as 
the point when tl_>e high s~hool dropout rate fell below thirty per-
c_ent~ was not achieved until 1963.9 Average academic achievement 
h.a~ unproved gradually before that, but in the 1960s it dropped pre-
cipltously among students in the top quartile of ability. There is com-
P.~lling retrospective evidence that the "dumbing down" of the cur-
nCU!um and textbooks did, as intended, help the less-able students 
and therefore improve average achievement, but the same practices 
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appear to have contributed to sharp academic declines among the 
most able students. Performing ensembles counter that trend and 
thereby constitute a bright spot for high-ability secondary school stu-
dents. The ensembles are one of the relatively few seco~d~ school 
programs that challenge the most able students. It 1s hkely that 
replacing them with music or arts programs geared toward average 
and below-average students would be detrimental to current ensem-
ble participants.IO 
Instead of looking for ways to cannibalize our o~ progr~s, we 
should expand our parameters to include all musiC . teach~ng and 
learning, wherever and however it happens, whether 1ntent1on~l o; 
unintentional, formal or informal, focused and_ purposeful or InCI-
dental to other goals. Among other bene~ts, thes~ broadened per-
spectives would lead us to see musical pract:J.ces outside the schools as 
complementary to what we do, not as the enemy. 
On another topic related to practice, I wish someone would 
explain why we still promote the moveable-do system. The system 
worked reasonably well from when Guido invented it in_the elev~nth 
century until the nineteenth century, when most musiC was e1ther 
modal or tonal. Problems arose even then in modulatory passages, 
but the system imploded with the advent ofnontonal musi~. Why not 
teach the most consistent monosyllabic tonal mnemo~:uc s~st~m, 
fixed-do solfeggio, for everything except microtonal musiC? Stt~king 
with moveable do because of its utility in the eleme~tary grades IS n~t 
only shortsighted; it is as musically outdated as ~n1ng t~ the oboe IS 
technologically outdated. Worse still is our practice of using a hodge-
podge of tonal mnemonic systems, or no system at alL
11 
. 
Turning to the larger picture, I think we should be happy With 
incremental improvements in the practice of mu~ic education, 
whether they derive from experience, research ~ndings, or both. 
The fact that progress in the mo~ern w~~ld son:etlmes results fro~ 
breakthroughs in science and maJor pohucal shifts ske~ our expec 
tations, because most progress in social and educational real~s 
occurs incrementally. In MENC's second century, for example, _musiC 
educators might aim for a 1 percent increase ~very fiv~ yea~s Ill stu-
dents' musical perception, or in student musical partlcipat;on out-
side schools, or in higher levels of musical knowledge, o~ In open-
mindedness toward music. The aggregate and compounding effects 
of such small increases would be huge. There is no magic bullet, and 
there is no need for one. . . 
I want to intetject here that if we were to effect an Improvement In 
musical perception, affective shifts might not and nee~ not follow. 
"Improving'' the musical preferences of students and s~ciety has long 
been one of music education's highest goals, ~nd musical pr~ference 
certainly" makes for a worthwhile resear~h topic: However, It IS a ques-
tionable goal for both practical and philosophical reasons. The p~o­
fession has never overcome the loss of credibility our colonial 
singing-school-master ancestors created when they attempted to pre-
scribe musical tastes for the masses.12 
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On a related topic,Jui-ching Wang and I quantified the amount of 
time undergraduate music education majors spent on various types 
of music during a four-year curriculum. These students spent less 
than 1 percent of their formal academic and performing time, in 
class and out, on popular music, and less than one-half of 1 percent 
on non-Westem musics. We all know that this problem is not unique 
to one institution, and sure enough, not long thereafter the National 
Association of Schools of Music gave this one a thumbs-up in the area 
Of multiculturalism. IS Music teacher education has improved enor-
mously since Julia Crane's opera!ion in the 1880s, but we are not 
practicing what we preach in the reahn of multiculturalism. The uni-
versity music curriculum is provincial, self-serving, unmarketable, 
perhaps even racist, and the excuses have wom thin. The fact that 
university music departments and schools can, in effect, evaluate 
themselves is a topic for another day. 
On still another topic, our research and practical literature defines 
creativity in music education as composition and improvisation, 
despite the fact that competent performing, conducting, and all 
other musical .activity requires creativity on the part of practitioners. 
Creativity in this sense is a social construct based on Cartesian-
Kantian philosophies that elevate the freation of tangible products 
over other musical outcomes. This construct is inconsistent with actu-
al practices in Western art music, and it runs completely contrary to 
our profession's avowed multicultural goals.14 And by the way, it is 
incorrect and pejorative to call music performance "re-creative." 
In the practice of music education, we also need to take a closer 
~ook at our causes and the images they foster. I have urged our pro-
fession to support carefully selected child welfare issues, and it is truly 
wonderful to see MENC's involvement with Feed the Children.l5 I 
heartily applaud the leadership for this-not just for the sake of 
image,· but because it is the right thing to do. On the other hand, the 
National Anthem Project sends questionable messages during this 
time of controversy over a foreign war and the reduction of civil lib-
erties at home and abroad, among other issues. MENC conducted 
successful patriotic campaigns in a relatively unified nation during 
the two World Wars, but wisely declined to take sides during the divi-
sive Vietnam War. Why appear to take sides now, when the nation is 
experiencing its most serious social divisions in more than thirty 
years? The temptation to use proffered funding and endorsements to 
publicize the importance of music education should be balanced 
against the messages and images this campaign engenders. We of all 
people cannot pretend to be naive about the referential power of 
music and music-related rituals. These particular references are not 
neutral.16 
MuSic Education Research 
Now for a few thoughts aimed more directly toward the research 
community, starting with some observations about research method-
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ology. First, history, philosophy, and sociology are content areas, each 
with a constellation of research methodologies. In contrast, quanti-
tative and qualitative are research methodologies, not c~nt~nt 
areas-with quantitative implying measurement and quahtaove 
implying participant perspectives. In other words, history, philoso-
phy, and sociology; on the one hand, are not parallel to quantitative 
and qualitative on the other. Skill in research methods is required for 
all of them, but building a career around methods leads at best to 
shallow, unfocused research. Conferences and symposia built around 
specific research methodologies miss the mark unless their purpose 
is to improve, not merely promote, a particular methodology. For 
positive examples, we can look to our philosophy and socio~~gy c?n-
ferences, which have focused on important content area:s while us1ng 
legitimate paper-selection procedures and standards. 
In quantitative research, inadequate concern for nonlinear corre-
lations and Type IT error causes us to miss important relationships 
and differences in the data. At the same time, more frequent use of 
multivariate analysis, where appropriate, would pennit better control 
of Type I error, as well as the examination of effects on multiple 
dependent variables collectively. I would also like to see us continue 
to apply product-process research paradigms in pursuit of solutions 
to product-related research problems like the identification and 
measurement of valid and reliable dependent variables, and prob-
lems related to process like insufficient curriculum time for general 
music and the confounding effects of school size aild other demo-
graphic variables on performing ensembles. 
In historical research, I have written elsewhere about how we 
should use a wider range of methods, sources, and perspectives.17 
Today I will just tell a quick story about sources, the life-blood of his-
torical research. A monument to Arizona's Civil War dead in a city 
park near my home gives the dates "1864-1868." Now, did the Civil 
War occur three years late in Arizona? No, the lone battle there 
occurred in 1863. Did the stonemason conjure these dates? Did he 
"construct" them in his junior high school social studies class? "What 
might future historians conclude? Mter all, the source is "set in 
stone." Will future historians and archeologists deduce that this is an 
inaccurate secondary source erected a century after the event, or will 
it confuse them to no end, leading them to conclude that the dates 
of the American Civil War are inconclusive? 
As for qualitative research, let me say, first, that obtaining per-
spectives of participants should be part of the overall scholarly 
process, and thus of some, but not necessarily all, research designs. 
Much like in historical research, which after all is qualitative in 
nature, it is incumbent on researchers to interpret events and not 
just record them at face value. The biggest shortcoming in our his-
torical research is its uncritical nature, IS and our qualitative and his-
torical research need to mature in the realm of researcher interpre-
tation. Stream-of-consciousness can work as a literary device, but it is 
of limited value as a research tool. 
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Along those lines, awareness of nonobjectivity on the part of 
researchers is not new to anyone, especially historians.I9 Neither 
acknowledgment of personal bias nor the impossibility of achieving 
complete objectivity relieves a researcher of the obligation to sus-
pend personal ideology long enough to at least consider other per-
spectives. Such suspension is what most clearly delineates scholarly 
from nonscholarly thinking. All types of researchers seek some form 
of truth, though variously conceived. 
One thing that blun; our thinking is the employment of jargon words 
and tenns in apparent attempts to appear scientific, erudite, or distinc-
tive. Here is a sampling of postmodemist jargon and buzzwords, many of 
them used as verb fonns instead of nouns, drawn verbatim from recent 
issues of music education research. journals: "political construction of 
musical knowledge," "global neoliberal policy environment," "voices," 
"emerge and emergent," "invisibilised," "frame/fratned/e~ed," 
"re-inscribed modernist individualism," "marginalized," "positivist-
empiricist," "agency," "hegemony," "interlinking field," "critical dimen-
sions of cultural-historical patterns" (I think they were trying to say 
"important historical patterns"}, 11encapsulates," "culturally and dialogi-
cally vibrant," "situate music ~ducation in the regions of changing cul-
tural identity," "forces," "pathways," "resonate~" "privilege," and so forth. 
Excessive use of such language seems to be more about carving out an 
ideological niche than about precise thinking and communication. 
Early researchers conducted innumerable status studies, mostly 
surveys, which contributed little to the research base. The methodol-
ogy was overused and most studies suffered from inadequate design 
and implementation,20 but the resultant reports became indispens-
able to later historians. In a similar way, a lasting value of much qual-
itative and some other forms of descriptive research may turn out to 
be their usefulness to future scholars. Moreover, as proposed by some 
of its early proponents, qualitative research should be employed to 
develop hypotheses, much like some researchers now use nonquan-
titative methods in the development of items for survey and other 
measurement instruments. As an aside, though, let me say that label-
ing all nonquantitative methods as qualitative is imprecise .and unfair 
to the various truly qualitative modes. We also need to keep in mind 
that autobiographies, whether traditional or in the form of post-
modernist "life histories," are notoriously limited-biased, if you will. 
We have seen what Hitler and others have written about themselves 
Another obvious limitation of oral or narrative history is its applic-
ability only to living subjects, but there are exceptions. A doctoral stu-
dent in performance in one of my proposal-writing classes traveled to 
Texas to interview the widow of a professional pianist. The widow 
seemed very cooperative, a good omen, but it became apparent that 
she was drawing information she was passing on to the interviewer 
from daily communing with her deceased husband. The question for 
us became, how one might cite such a source? Was the widow a sec-
ondary source? How Would one cite the primary source? VVhere 
might we find this in Turabian? 
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The intellectual side of our field has benefited enormously from 
philosophical research. The field needs philosophy, and we should 
not shut philosophers out from our researcher fold. Philosophers 
examine ideas and practices critically due to the nature of their sub-
ject matter and methodology. For that reason, many philosophers 
fail to reinforce others positively, and some dish out negative rein-
forcement, even punishment. They do not often "make nice." 
Nevertheless, everyone needs to reinforce our philosophers, and 
maybe even love them a little. At the same time, philosophers need 
to show some respect for the intentions and efforts of other scholars, 
if not for the work itself. 
I will say again today that we need try harder to apply combina-
tions of research methodologies.21 Abraham Lincoln reputedly re-
marked that "If the only tool you have is a hammer, you tend to see 
every problem as a nail." One area in need of investigation by 
philosophers, historians, and sociologists is how philosophy, psycho-
logical theory, and educational schemes line up with one another, 
and how they reflect the social and economic makeup of different 
time periods. For example, the psychological theory and set of prac-
tices known as behaviorism represented and explained power rela-
tionships present in the family and economic systems during the 
industrial age. Behaviorism is being challenged by a psychological 
theory called cognitivism and its postmodernist offspring, constru,c-
tivism, both of which seek to explain modern social and economic 
power structures. Interestingly, as early as 1923, a Northwestern 
University course required the "fashionable teaching device" of jour-
nal-writing on the part of students. Cognitivists did not invent con-
structivism, but they did embrace arid give it a "voice."22 
It is difficult to critique post-modernist theories because the theo-
ries themselves deny the legitimacy of reliability, validity, and even 
most forms of reality. If nothing is real except perceptions, maybe the 
Civil War did begin in 1864. Does this type of thinking ever remind 
you of the "late multiplicity" stage in William Perry's "scheme of intel-
lectual and ethical development," where every opinion is as good as 
another? Shielded by the impenetrable theory that only perceptions 
are real, proponents have created a catch-22 on a grand scale, and 
thereby avoid moving to the higher intellectual stages of relativism 
and commitment.23 Studying philosophy and psychological theories 
in historical and sociological context would help us grow intellectu-
ally-to see, among other things, that some aspects of constructivism 
will be discarded and much of the rest altered, not because it is incor-
rect, but because eventually it will no longer represent the era. By the 
same token, like behaviorism, the best parts will be retained. Much 
like people tend to see superstitious and ritualistic behavior in all cul-
tures except their own, we researchers need to recognize that all the-
ories and even methods, our own and those of others, are products 
of the times. 
In an extension of the continuing expansion of egalitarianism in the 
Western world since the beginning of recorded history, a seemingly infi-
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ni~e n;~nnber of ?Toups ~ow seek power under the guise of "securing a 
vmce. The pos~ndustrial global economy also requires a never-ending 
stream of new Ideas, products, and services from and for individuals 
and small groups.24 Hence the agitation against the "hegemony" of 
whatever and whomever is perceived to have the dominant "voice" or 
power, .and the shift from informing or "imparting knowledge to stu-
dents," to s~dents "~ons~cting" ~eir own knowledge. I would argue 
that perception at Increasingly higher and finer levels does indeed 
~hape futu.re perceptions,,b~t calling the shaping of future perceptions 
constructmg knowledge Is a stretch. Regardless, much like similar 
shifts in the past, the .entire postmodernist movement is being driven in 
~~t by the e~~n.omi~ ~tructure. Seen in this light, neither construc-
tiVISm nor pos~tiVIsm ~s Inherently superior to the other or to anything 
else, and -;ertamly neither holds the moral high ground. 
Much hke th~ unWise practice of prescribing types ofmusic,25 pro-
fessors can get Into trouble when they prescribe teaching methods. 
Prese~ters at a re~ent national conference devoted a large portion of 
~.sess10n on music te.acher education to promoting a certain teach-
'?g appr?ach-:-seemmgly as the only valid approach for all situa-
tions. It IS entirely proper for us researchers to experiment in our 
own teaching, and what we promote to our students can and should 
'.he based in part on knowledge gained throUgh our own experiences 
and the experiences of those from whom we have learned. However: 
in settin?S .and documents that purport to be research-based, w~ 
sh~uld bmit our unqualified prescriptions to areas sUpported by 
SO~Id research. If w~ researchers cannot bring ourselves to exercise 
thts-level of profess10nal restraint, we should make clear distinctions 
bet:we.en research-based and non-research-based assertions and pre-
scnpt.lons. There should be no exceptions to this mle passionately 
held ideologies notwithstanding. ' 
It is our duty as a profession to decide what we have a right to 
po~d ~e ta~le about and pronounce to practitioners as sacrosanct, 
keeping In mind that our credibility is at stake. It is premature for 
researchers to pound the table over constructivism because we have 
?-eit~er-su:fficie~t re~earch nor experiential bases to support promot-
Ing I~ for every Situation. We can cite studies that shed light on impor-
tqnt Issue~ a~ hand, but we lose credibility when we forsake funda-
mental pnnc1ples of scholarship in favor of promoting the newest ide-
ology. We nee~ to continue. to produce meaningful research results 
and stop :r~cting a.nd knocking down straw men called positivism and 
const;u~ti~sm, which we do in large part by exaggerating the tenets 
pnd lnnitatlons of the other. In particular, postmodernism is an intel-
-~ectual paradi~ wh~se time h.as come, but its principles and process-
es must be applied WJth forthnghtness and scholarly rigor. 
I 
'lr$ing Researchers 
~·~ow for some comments on the training of researchers, what 
S~:qxor Researcher No. 7 John Geringer called" [a] continuing theme 
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among Senior Researchers"26 in. their acc_eptance ~ddresses, and I 
would add in their careers as well. In my VIeW, the s1ngle most effec-
tive thing we could do to improve research in music education w_o'?"ld 
be to ensure mentoring by at least one competent, practicing 
researcher for all doctoral students. If! could be granted one wish, it 
would be that by the end ofMENC's second century in 2107, docto~al 
students being mentored by those with inadequate research ability 
will be the rare exception. 
How feasible is this goal? Universal education must have seemed 
like an impossible dream to early European educators. Similarly, 
much of MENC's first century had elapsed before college music 
methods teachers with K-12 experience became the norm. Early 
observers probably could not have predicted such a positive and dra-
matic change by the end of MENC's first century. . 
Competent mentoring should be accompanied by an expectation 
that all doctoral students will become competent researchers. Many 
doctoral graduates will not end up training o~er researchers •. h?t 
they can still conduct research, and their teach1n_g ~nd leadershl}~ In 
the field will be greatly enhanced by their trammg and ongon~g 
research efforts. Much like we are justifiably reluctant to label chli-
dren "red birds" or "blue birds" based on their singing ability or lack 
thereof, respectively, we should be slow to categorize doctoral stu-
dents as researcher red birds or blue birds also.27 
The biggest single cause of research inadequacy amo~g mu~ic edu-
cation faculty is that some studied with inadequately trained, Inexpe-
rienced researchers. Virtually all the competent researchers I k~ow 
studied with one or more competent researchers, individuals w~o 
were not neceSsarily known for their work as classroom teach~rs,_ wnt-
ers- of pedagogical materials, workshop presenters, organization~ 
leaders, conductors, performers, or administrators-but for their 
ability as scholars. . . . 
For this presentation, I categorized the names of ~dvis~rs hste~ In 
Dissertation Abstracts International for all music education dissertations 
for the years 1967, 1977, 1987, and 1997.28 I categorized. the advisors 
as: (1) experienced, published researchers; (2} . quast-rc;searchers 
with some claim to research expertise based on their expenence With 
sch.olarly activities other than publishing research; ~d (3) no~re­
searchers with little or no claim to research expertise. In keeping 
with Senior Researcher presentation traditions, I serVed as the only 
judge-in this case for what constituted music education disserta-
tions and for the categorical assignments. 
The percentage of dissertations directed by practicing s.cholars 
increased linearly over time, from approximately 10 percent In 1967 
to 52 percent in 1997. In contrast to dissertations.direct~d by ~ese 
qualified adviSors, or red birds, the percentage of dissertations direct-
ed by nonresearchers, or blue birds, declined from_ 65 to 28 .percent. 
The percentage directed by quasi-researchers re:n:a~ed relatively sta-
ble over time. A linear projection for the red birds extended from 







Figure 1. Dissertation Directors. 
actual researchers by the year 2027-just over two decades from now 
and eighty years before the end of MENC's second century (see 
Figure 1). 
Research improved enormously during MENC's first century, as 
did music performance standards, teaching methods. multicultural 
teaching materials, and concern for students with disabilities. Except 
for some seemingly inevitable trendiness and political COJ;"reCtness, 
research published in our top-level journals continues to reach high-
er and higher levels, in large part due to the efforts of the people in 
this room. Research standards have gone up so much that training 
future generations of researchers must be relegated to research spe-
cialists, not to those who have made their reputations doing other 
things. much like general practitioner physicians no longer routine-
ly perform major surgery. 
VVhat stands in the "Way? VVhat remains to be done? Eighteen years 
ago, Senior Researcher No. 1 Madsen Wrote in his acceptance 
address of "several problems and issues that relate to developing 
researchers, not the least of which involves the question of why some 
people desire such strong identification with the research communi-
ty without doing any research." He also asserted that "the major pro-
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fessor [on doctoral committees] should direct work that is within liis 
or her methodological ·expertise." Edwin Gordon and others have 
also addressed this issue.29 
There are several reasons for lack of research competence among 
music education faculty in addition to inadequate traini~g. So_me 
individuals appear to lack the ability to think i~ the syst~mat:Ic, objec-
tive ways required for scholarly work. A few h1r~ or CaJole others to 
help with their research and/ or writing. a practice that becomes an 
ethical concern when they pass themselves off as expert research 
advisors. Still others may have adequate training and ability but l~ck 
the desire. They may simply have other, perhaps equally worthwh1~e, 
priorities. After all, it is possible to lead a perfectly happy, worth:"hde 
life and not be a music education researcher. Some of my best fnends 
are not music education researchers. 
In fact, we must have skillful, practice-oriented _mu.si: educ~t~rs 
who teach undergraduate populations. But when IndiVIduals .1ns1~t 
on doing things for which they are not qual_ified, and whe? unlv:rsl-
ties use inappropriate criteria in ma~ing the1r ~a~ulty teach1ng assign-
ments and evaluations, even relatively sophisticated graduate s_tu-
dents may not be able to distinguish between the red and blue b_trd 
research professors until it is too late. Of course, some students sim-
ply decide to pursue relatively easy degree paths. One noted 
researcher the late R~bert Petzold, wrote in the first issue of the 
Bulletin of ~he Council for Research in Music Educ~tion of "how a single 
[dissertation topic], often selected in desperati~n, may pro~.uce an 
alarming number of similar offspring over a penod of years, some-
thing he went on to call an "understandable, but unfortunate ten-
dency to perpetuate the commonplace. "30 . . . 
· The current shortage of doctoral students,31 coupled With hm1ted 
faculty research ability, can lead to overly .~c~ommo~.atin? doctoral 
programs with low standards-those of the _ra ll come vanety. When 
graduate students see professors who do httle or no research mas-
querading as researchers, it is all too easy for st_u.dents to c;:onclud~ 
that they themselves do not and will not have t~ do research-that 1t 
is acceptable to do no research, research of poor ~uality, or research 
based excessively on the work of others and still call the~selves 
researchers. Many students with significant researc?- potent:J.al ~us 
make their way through the system without develop1ng the reqmstte 
skills and attitudes. 
Coda 
Most of the previous Senior Researchers discu_ssed training or 
men to ring in their acceptance addresses, but not one _of them men-
tioned the hard· work required to launch and sustain a scholarly 
career in academia. 32 Hard wor~ers all, these Seniors probab~y took 
their own toil for granted, together with the maturity requ1red to 
work independently for delayed, mostly intangible rewards. But what 
qualities are needed beyond aptitude, training, and hard work? 
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The answer, I think, lies in a statement by Cliff Madsen: "It seems 
axiomatic that the major professor should present a model for 
important research behavior."33 I would argue that one aspect of 
what Cliff called "important research_ behavior" is ethical behavior, 
and that .those who teach in doctoral programs should not be exempt 
from the obligation to mod_el ethical behavior any more than are 
other teachers and administrators. Unfortunately, ambitious nonre-
searchers have weakened some doctoral programs and destroyed 
others. Fortunately, the data suggest a positive trend toward more 
qualified research advisors. To facilitate continuing improvement, we 
should try to ensure that appointees to university graduate commit-
tees, journal editorial committees, and the like possess the necessary 
scholarly qualifications. 
Beyond that, we need to try to ensure that dissertation and other 
publication decisions are based on research quality and not on nov-
elty or ideological correctness.34 Scholarly rigor can and should be 
applied to new topics and approaches as well as traditional ones. 
That includes writing well and adhering to a style manual. 
A seventeenth-century European cardinal once said: "Even the 
Devil isn't all bad, he'sjust going in the wrong direction." Ifinally fig-
ured out what he meant, and have lived lq_ng enough to observe 
some res11lts. Applied here today, it means that the development of 
research experti~e, character, and music education in general must 
be done incrementally. Going in the· right direction in life becomes 
easier with practice. Research expertise, character development, and 
improvements in music education accrue through learning, which is 
based on previous learning, or steps. · 
I advise students and anyone else willing to listep. to do the right 
things no matter what-that there is a huge difference between tak-
ing a step in the right direction and taking a step in the wrong direc-
tion or taking no step at all. Why? Because steps that improve music 
education, research, and character become easier to take and are 
Cu_inulative. Unfortunately, the same is true for steps in the wrong 
direction. Finally. we ·must not only model desirable professional 
beh3.vior; we must speak up and out in words as well. 
'"·'"!And did I niention all that hard. work? Ruskin once said that "the 
hig"hest reward for a person's toil is nqt what they get out of it but 
~h;;tt they become by it."35 In the world of music education and its 
dW.tuie of research, I think we should both tell and model for our stu-
dC:-~tS and mentorees that a combination of training, work, and 
iAt~-gpcy can result in a highly satisfying career. To the extent we are 
s:q .. _q:cessful in passing on these skills and values, music education will 
>l>e well served in MENC's second century. 
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This study was the third in a series examining the relationships among conductors, 
ensembles' performances, and festival ratings. Participants (N "" 51) were asked to 
score the quality of video-only conducting and parallel audio-only excerpts of perfor-
mances at a state-level concert festival of nine bands, three each that had received 
ratings of Superior (I), Excellent (II), or Good (III). There was no significant dijJer-
ence among scores for conducting across festival ratings; however; there were signifi-
cant differe:nces a'mong ensemble performance scores~ with bands receiving Superior 
ratings scoring higher than those receiving ratings· of Excellent or Good. No ·relation-
ship was found between scares given conductors and their respective ensembles' per-
formances. Participants were also asked to give reasOns (N = 1,393) for the scores. 
The comments were used to develop emergent themes based on what participants 
attended to, and trends were found regarding aspects of conducting and perfor-
mances that had positive or neg~tive influences. 





State Festival Ratings 
Conducting is inherent in the ensemble teacher's role. In ensem-
ble settings, we strive to help our students perform as well as possible. 
Are_as of particular interest to ensemble conductors include concert 
festivals, the relationship among festival ratings, the quality of con-
ductors, arid their respective ensembles' performances (Price & 
Chang, 2005). This.study focuses on assessments of conducting and 
ensemble performance quality, and their relationships to festival rat-
ings. It is also an examination of the factors that participants report-
ed as having influenced their ratings of conductors and ensemble 
performances. 
In general, previous researchers have found ratings of perfor-
mances by panels of judges to be consistent. Overall, ratings have 
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